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TURNING YOUR VISION OF LUXURY REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS INTO
REALITY
WITH HENDRICH REAL ESTATE GmbH

PARIS - VIENNA, 18.03.2021, 12:50 Time

USPA NEWS - The European luxury real estate market always has something special to offer for those who want to buy or sell
upscale properties. However, it is essential to have a trustworthy person who will be a reliable intermediary not only in search of
available variants but also will help to find the ideal deal based on the client´s personalized requirements. 
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The ability to combine extensive experience with careful attention to the expectations of each customer allows Hendrich Real Estate
GmbH to be one of the leaders in its field for a decade and become the winner of Luxury Lifestyle Awards in the category of The Best
Luxury Real Estate Brokers in Austria.

The real estate agency Hendrich Real Estate GmbH was founded over ten years ago by Evelyn Hendrich in Vienna. With a Master's
degree in Science for Real Estate Valuation and Management at the Vienna University of Technology, she had sufficient competence
and ambition to establish her own company for the brokerage of luxury properties. Long-standing successful work experience with
upscale properties gives Ms. Hendrich and her team the grounds to guarantee the best results for each customer.  

The high standards of work to which Hendrich Real Estate GmbH adheres are based on a balance between impeccable service
quality at every stage and a client-oriented approach. The team´s commitment and dedication to making the clients´ vision a reality
ensured its impeccable reputation and was one of the arguments for the positive decision of the Luxury Lifestyle Awards committee.

Each real estate transaction made by Hendrich Real Estate GmbH is an example of an individual approach to the requirements of the
transaction participants and a passion for searching and finding the best solutions in the slightest detail. Whether you are looking for
an exquisite property to buy, sell a historic mansion, or are contemplating an investment in luxury real estate in the most exquisite
locations in Austria or Europe, the company´s experts will be your reliable assistants in achieving your goals.

Hendrich Real Estate GmbH is best known for beautiful villas and city residences in and around Vienna and castles all over Austria,
but the types of luxury properties that can be purchased through the company include villas, castles, chalets, penthouses, chateaux,
wineries, lakeside properties and farmhouses in the most demanded regions in Europe ““ the choice is limited only by the client's
wishes.

If the client does not have the time or opportunity for an independent search, the company's specialists become his full representatives
in the search and purchase process. Evelyn Hendrich and her professional team will take care of the market overview, comprehensive
advice on the selection before the purchase, and full support after the purchase.
Owners of exclusive properties for sale and luxury properties for investment can count on the Hendrich Real Estate GmbH full support
in assessing market value and finding the ideal buyer or investor. Cooperation with the company opens prospects for international
marketing of the premium modern and historical real estate for sale and investment in Austria, Italy, France, Spain, and Switzerland.

The company also has the support of a network of experts on any specialized topics. It allows Hendrich Real Estate GmbH to provide
comprehensive support in all aspects related to the purchase or sale of high-end real estate.

For more information, please visit:

Luxury Lifestyle Awards
https://luxurylifestyleawards.com/



Hendrich Real Estate GmbH
https://www.hendrichrealestate.com/en/
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